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13 Septtember, 2001
13
Australian
n Karting Asso
ociation Ltd
PO Box 42
222
Penrith Westfields,
W
PENRITH
NSW 2751
1,
Finance Director
D
– Mr Philip Smith
Administrration Directo
or – Ms Melissa Holzberger
Competitiion Director – Mr Mick Do
oohan
Technical Director – Mr
M Bradley Colllins
or – Mr Sam Moreton
M
Promotional and Markketing Directo
Chief Execcutive Officerr – Mr Kelvin O’Reilly
Dear Mad
dame and Sirss,
Just to inttroduce myseelf, I am Ken Seeber
S
from STRIKE
S
PRODU
UCTS. Our co
ompany is primarily
focussed on
o karting products, our main
m product being pistonss for Yamaha KT100J (Natiional class)
and KT100
0S (Clubman class) enginees. A reasonable estimate would be le tthat over 90%
% of all these
engines in
n Australia use our pistonss. These and other
o
productts can be seen on
www.strikkeproducts.co
om.au.
As you aree no doubt aw
ware, the NK
KC reviewed the engines fo
or the Clubmaan and Nation
nal classes
(using Yam
maha KT100SS and KT100J engines
e
respeectively). This review was driven, in thee main, due to
t
reasons of
o performancce variation between
b
engin
ne to engine (due to produ
uction variations between
n
cylinders)). This applied
d to both the Yamaha engiines. In fact, the project went
w
beyond just
j a review,,
with tenders being called for the en
ngines from certain compaanies.
oard, announced that any such new enggine project would
w
be held
d
More receently, yourselves as the Bo
off for ano
other 6 montths. This is tim
mely as it givees us, STRIKE PRODUCTS, the
t opportun
nity to make
yourselve
es aware of an
n alternative to
t one of the new enginess.
During this review process by the AKA,
A
our comp
pany offered an alternative proposal to
o the
introductiion of a new engine for the National claass. This wass to supply an alternative cylinder
c
barreel,
to be man
nufactured in Australia using a modern design and manufacturing
m
g techniques that could
interchangeably replacce the originaal KT100J Yam
maha cylinder,, the key reasson of concerrn with the

engine. The retail price for this as a total kit including piston, would be around $625, slightly more
than two sets of tyres. This proposal would allow any karter with a sub standard engine to bolt on
the cylinder and obtain a performance level very close or the same as the rare and highly valued
“good “ engines (good because they have a “good” cylinder). At the same time, using modern CNC
production techniques, the performance variation would be minimal, no different to the only other
engine (used within mainstream AKA racing) using similar design and manufacturing techniques, the
Leopard X30.
We, and many others, considered this an attractive and economical alternative to the introduction
of an entirely new and more complex engine at a cost of nearly $3000. There might be around 2000
KT100J engines being used all over the country, all of which would ultimately be junked as they
could not compete with the new J engine, its mandate being to have a performance advantage of
0.15 sec per lap advantage over a “good” KT100J engine.
Sadly for ourselves and to the disappointment of many AKA karters, the AKA declared such a
proposal as a “bandaid fix” and have seemingly progressed with the consideration of an entirely new
engine(s).
Given this, and with the introduction of the Board yourselves in a strong decision making position,
we would be appreciative if the Board could reconsider our proposal. Unlike what was done to date,
it would be good if such a review could be conducted with true and proper consultation with the J
karters only (they are the true customer in this case, no one else) and also consultation with the
many kart shops and engine builders all over the country.
I have included 3 attachments that give further information to our proposal:
1. ATTACHMENT 1. This is the original proposal to the AKA, this generally explains our proposal
2. ATTACHMENT 2. This gives some detailed technical aspects of the STRIKE cylinder barrel
3. ATTACHMENT 3. This shows a listing of signatures of those who supported our petition,
which was circulated by many clubs, kart shops and individuals across Australia plus
feedback from the Kartbook forum.
We would be appreciative if we were to be able to present our proposal to the Board at some
suitable time in the near future so that they would have a full appreciation of the proposal.
Please feel free to call me on 08 9303 4915 or 0438 061 589 if you have any questions or thoughts
that you might have.

Yours Faithfully.

Ken Seeber
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PROPOSSAL BY STRIK
KE PRODUCTTS FOR AN A
AFTERMARK
KET CNC LINERED BARREEL FOR THE J
EN
NGINE.
24 Octtober, 2011
HISTORY: Early this yeaar, Strike presented a drafft proposal to
o the AKA re p
possibility of producing
p
a
CNC linereed cylinder fo
or the J. (Linkk here).
Then in April, the NKC conducted a planning meeting in Melb
bourne and from this it was suggested
1 classes weere progressing satisfactorily, but the lo
ower end enggine classes were
w
not. With
that the 125
further discussion two new engine categories weere considere
ed. One engin
ne class could
d cater for thee
Midget (soon to be refferred to as Cadets) & Roo
okie classes. The
T other wo
ould cover the
e National &
Clubman classes. In bo
oth cases eacch engine wou
uld be detune
ed to drop thee performancce level to
roughly match
m
those of
o the lower power
p
application, ie Midget & National respectivelyy. Reasons
cited for new
n engine categories being:
•
•
•

To
oo many engines that are possibly requ
uired in a kartters career
Co
ost of blueprinting & fittin
ng basic engin
nes with clutcches &starterss
Pe
erformance variation
v
betw
ween enginess with cast po
orts

In addition to this discu
ussion, two alternatives to
o address the variation in the
t cast port engines weree
d:
presented
•

•

Grind to the lin
ne. This has been
b
talked about
a
for man
ny years, but it was finally bought up to
o
th
he NKC level. It was decided to go aheaad with somee trials on Yam
maha S & J cylinders to
understand an
ny gains in equalising the p
power levels.
STTRIKE presentted the propo
osal of a new
w cylinder asse
embly for thee J engine inco
orporating a
CNC liner in a precision
p
castt aluminium barrel.
b
This would
w
have a rretail price off around 2 setts
off tyres.

The meeting concluded
d with:
•
•
•

Th
he formation of two teams to investigaate engine possibilities for the two discu
ussed
caategories
Th
he approval to
t go ahead and investigatte the “grind to
t line” conceept
Th
he AKA to rem
main open to a technical u
update based on test results by STRIKE with a new
cyylinder

•

Approval for the investigation into any future emission legislation that may impact on
carburetted 2 stroke engines as currently used in karting (to be undertaken by Ken Seeber)

Subsequently the NKC met in August when:
•
•
•
•

The two teams reported on their progress in terms of setting specifications for the new
engines
The “grind to the line” testing was discussed (I believe) generally concluding that it would be
a very difficult to control process with little to be gained
Future emission legislation investigation reported on, where competition engines are
seemingly free from emission constraints.
STRIKE J cylinder proposal was discussed “in camera”. Subsequent feedback from the then
president suggested that the reaction to this was mixed in the light of new engines, but
stressed that the CNC cylinder concept was still an option as per the planning meeting in
April.

PRESENT SITUATION: Since that time, STRIKE has continued with the completion of an initial
prototype cylinder, this necessarily involved creating a range of patterns and core boxes to create
the sand mould for the cylinder external shape and the cores to form the exhaust, inlet and transfer
passages. To simplify the patterns to create the external features of the barrel, a J cylinder was cut
in half and these halves used as the major part of the pattern to create the “finned” area of the
cylinder casting. The intention here was to simplify the production of the prototype. The alternative
was to create an entirely new pattern section for this function, but the time and cost would have
been prohibitive at this
stage of the programme.
Whilst we were able to
make castings using this
method, the external
appearance was not
particularly great due to
the coarse sand required
for the compromised
mould. However the internals (the key to the design) came out very well and therefore are closely
representative of what could be achieved in production.
Two STRIKE cylinders have been dynamometer tested in conjunction with other engines:

There are 5 power curves shown in the graph:
Red: A very average engine, ie below average
Turquoise: An average engine
Purple: A very good engine
Green & Blue: STRIKE CNC cylinders on different engines.
From this it can be seen that the STRIKE barrels are extremely close in their performance and its
characteristics and compare very well with the “very good” engine.
NOTE: All tests were conducted on the same day, same dyno and on the same fuel. Whilst the power
scale is shown, it must be pointed out that the power levels are shown would not necessarily be the
same on another dynamometer, they are comparative levels only.

WHAT STRIKE IS OFFERING: In summary, we are offering a new ”aftermarket” cylinder assembly for
the J engine, this comprising of a CNC machined cast iron liner in a new aluminium barrel with
accurately cast ports and passages. This has the power level of the “a really good” Yamaha J barrel,
but very importantly, excellent repeatability or parity between each cylinder, just as European
linered engines. This, in a bare state, would have a retail price of around $525. The cylinder (as other
STRIKE products) would be made in Australia.
The actual cylinder would look similar to the Yamaha
cylinder, but would feature slightly larger fins, with all
fins of approximately the same equal overall
dimensions, very similar to the KT100S cylinder in that
respect.
To increase the level of control, it is proposed that the
cylinder would have a fixed (or tightly controlled &
hence effectively non machinable) length. As with any
“CNC liner”, the ports in the liner would typically have
dimensional tolerances of +/‐ 0.05 mm (= 0.002 inches = 1 human hair). This effectively eliminates
the opportunity for cheating. No grinding would be permitted in the cast passages, however the
machined edges would show a very minor factory “breaking of sharp machined edges”.
It is also proposed that the removable liners would not be sold separately (but could be fitted, if
required, by STRIKE only).

PERCEIVED ISSUES: There are a couple of points here that need to be discussed:
•

The obvious one is that the barrel may act as a disincentive to the introduction of a new
engine, the argument for this being that the new engine would be ultimately less costly than
a J when the purchase price, clutch, starter, exhaust etc are taken into account. The counter
argument on this is that most have already bought their engine, clutch starter etc and, in the
limit, would ultimately be faced with “dumping” these and buying a totally new engine. It
must be pointed out that clutches are not compulsory, so some have not incurred that
expense.

•

•

•

So
ome refer to the J as beingg a “waterpum
mp”. This is derogatory
d
as the J is basiccally an engine
baased on the MT110
M
industtrial engine w
which could haave been used for a variety of
ap
pplications, in
ncluding driviing water pum
mps, but it is certainly not a waterpump
p in itself.
So
ome refer to the J engine as
a a pollutingg engine. The J is just a gen
neric, crankcaase scavenged
d,
caarburetted 2 stroke engine
e, just as Rotaax Max, Leopard, CIK, etc eengines. All are
a dirty
po
olluting engin
nes.
Th
he cylinder might
m
result in
n some “$5k” engines being devalued. I am sure the AKA sees as
one of its goalss as providingg an environm
ment where the basis of co
ompetition is as equal and
faair as possiblee and, as such
h, would like tto see perceivved exception
nal engines (in all classes)
haaving their peerformance equalled
e
by th
he majority off other enginees. Thereforee a non issue..

urrently used
d in Australia, many karters are very
BENEFITSS: With thoussands of J enggines being cu
content with
w the perfo
ormance level, running cossts and overall simplicity, however
h
theyy recognise th
he
varying pe
erformance le
evels from en
ngine to engin
ne. This is basically attribu
utable to the difference
betweeen the cylind
ders, particularly in the traansfer ports.
In thee process of using
u
the “halved” cylinderr as the
patteern, the cast‐in cast iron lin
ner became lo
oose and wass
remo
oved. This revvealed a casting flaw (see adjacent
a
pic)
in thee aluminium under
u
the transfer port. Whilst
W
this mayy
have been an exceeption, it does show wheree variances
may lie. It is unknown if this waas a good or bad cylinder.
The SSTRIKE cylinde
er provides a solution to th
hat at a very
modeerate cost.

THE FUTU
URE: This is deependent on a positive recception at this time by thee AKA. Given this,
t
it is
proposed that STRIKE would
w
subseq
quently preseent the results of 3 or 4 pro
oduction verssion cylinderss
(as tested
d on dynamom
meters by weell known engine tuners) th
hat show effeectively the saame level of
performance (as per th
he prototype)) on the samee engine. Thiss would only b
be undertakeen by STRIKE
n suitable and
d successful ttest results, th
hen the AKA w
would acceptt and
on the basis that, given
nce of the cylinder to be an
n optional, bu
ut legal AKA aaftermarket co
omponent.
guaranteee the allowan
This step would take so
ome months as the production tooling would entail completely new
n patterns
for the cylinder, ratherr than those based
b
on the J cylinder. Att some stage,, the AKA Tecchnical
Committeee would need to be preseented with thee proposal fo
or comment & involvement. STRIKE
would be willing to pro
ovide draft wording for thee rulebook to
o cover the inclusion. The cylinder
c
has
been designed to conform to all thee current J insspection gaugges.
Spelling itt out, we conssider the cylin
nder would b
be good for kaarting and offfer no risk to the
t AKA. The
cylinder will
w have little
e or no impactt on the intro
oduction of th
he new enginees when theyy come on
stream ass the Comer, J & S engines,, should they (one or moree) become su
uperseded, wiill still be
around fo
or some time.
The final decision
d
as to
o the cylinderr’s progress and future is up
u to the AKA
A.

Ken Seebeer
STRIKE PR
RODUCTS

ATTACHMENT 2
TECHNICAL One unfortunate aspect of both the Yamaha engines is that they use a cast iron
cylinder liner that has cast in ports, the liner being subsequently cast into the external finned barrel.
This “low cost process” introduces many dimensional and port location variations, resulting in
performance variations. These facts are well known. In support of this, the AKA introduced Rule
21.06.3 which stipulates ports to be CNC machined into the iron liner for any new engines. This was
also brought about by engines, such as the Rotax Max and the Comer SW80, which have cast ports,
resulting in performance variations. A good current example of an engine with a CNC machined liner
is the IAME Leopard. Typically the cylinder liner would have an accuracy of +/‐ 0.05 mm compared
to the +/‐ 0.5 plus tolerance of cylinders with cast ports.
The following shows some pictorial examples of the differences of port manufacturing techniques:
1. Cast iron cylinder liner with cast ports that is cast into cylinder barrel. This is the technique
used by Yamaha and Fireball.

From this it can be seen that the actual port edge is both rough, in addition to positional
variations, and also has a mismatch between the aluminium and the cast iron liner port
where the aluminium has overflowed into the liner port
2. Cast aluminium cylinder with a coated bore surface. This is the technique used with the
Comer, Rotax and CIK KZ plus many high performance motorcycle engines.

From this it can be seen that the port passage is cast
up to the cylinder bore edge, this again carrying
positional variations. However, as part of the plating
process, a chamfer is necessary around the port
edge, which can be clearly seen. As this is done manually, there are variations in the extent
of this. Rotax even recognised this, and later barrels feature a “skim” machining pass over

the roof of the exhaust port, but
this does make any correction
to variations in the equally
important transfer port.
Whereas the KZ engines are
open to the extent port changes
can be made, the Comer and
Rotax are controlled class
engines where heavy emphasis
is placed on close “engine to
engine” dimensional control to
achieve performance parity.

3. CNC machined cast iron liner shrink fitted into aluminium cylinder. This is the preferred
AKA technique, one that it used on Leopard and CIK KF control class (and the Australian
made ARC) engines and would be used with the proposed STRIKE cylinder

From this, it can be seen that the critical times edges of the exhaust ports and transfer ports are
controlled by the accurate machining process, not by as cast edges.
THE PRICE. This would be around $525 retail for a bare cylinder to around $630 for a cylinder barrel
kit which would include a matching piston to suit, including a ring and pin. These prices include a
30% margin for the dealer, far greater than the 14% for Rotax Max & 12% for IAME X30 for a new
125 engine. The cylinder would have a controlled length, so it would be a matter of gasketing to set
the appropriate height, and for someone halfway mechanically inclined (but with the necessary
equipment) could easily fit the cylinder. This price compares very favourably with that of other
cylinders, eg Yamaha J @ $590, Yamaha S @ $475, Comer SW80 @ $440,Rotax Max @ $607 and
Leopard X30 @ $800, the latter being the only one with a CNC liner.
There are (correct) arguments that the $1000 J engine actually costs a lot more because people have
to also add to that the cost of a clutch and starter plus whatever, however the reality is that these
are optional and the very vast majority have already bought these parts anyway.

A VISION On a longer term perspective, it could be that the AKA could take total control of the J
engine. This might come about should Yamaha come to the conclusion at some stage in the future
that it is no longer viable to manufacture the J engine in the very small volumes that it does for the
Australian market only. This is not to take away anything from Yamaha as the AKA must be grateful
for supplying the KT100 J & S engines in the same design format for decades, providing the sport
with a high degree of stability.
This control would extend to owning the engine design, meaning a full set of engineering drawings,
obviously in a CAD format. Given the above scenario with Yamaha withdrawing, the current
situation is that the piston, connecting rod, bearings, piston, rings and gaskets are produced by
aftermarket suppliers, with the possibly of the CNC barrel being added to this. This then essentially
leaves the crankshaft, crankcase, cylinder head and ignition as items that are still Yamaha. An
example of addressing these could be that the, the crankcase & cylinder heads by a range of
suppliers in Australia and the ignition and crankshaft could be supplied also by a range of existing
overseas manufacturers. Thus the engine could be completely reproducibly controlled and owned
by the AKA. The initial supplier would be responsible for supplying the appropriate design for that
component. All suppliers would necessarily be AKA approved and could manufacture “their”
component to the AKA design. Importantly a royalty fee would apply to each component sold.
The KT100J engine is “cheap as chips” to run and maintain, has a robust set of rules, with a control
exhaust, carburettor and air box all in place. It is very simple and easy to inspect.
We make this suggestion on the basis that it be considered as a genuine, constructive albeit long
term suggestion for the future of all classes using the J engine. Obviously this would only represent
the start of a fairly comprehensive programme should it go further, but everything must start
somewhere.
THE FUTURE BEYOND ALL CURRENT AKA ENGINES. All the AKA engines are carburetted, crankcase
scavenged engines, which are high level exhaust emitters, irrespective of its level of sophistication.
When the time comes when these must disappear through emission legislation, we have only 3 real
options:
1. Go direct injection 2 stroke, possibly with catalyst
2. Go four stroke, possibly with catalyst
3. Go electric
Until that time, what we are all talking about is all that we can do at present, but is certainly
something we should all be aware of.
WHO COULD LOSE WITH THE STRIKE CNC CYLINDER ? The only ones we can think of are:
•

•

those who have really good J engines and see their investment being devalued. This is
unfortunate, but we are all here for fair (and limited budget) racing. Remember their
investment would be worth zilch when a faster (as per the new engine specs) new engine
comes out and which can run side by side with the J engines.
the AKA might consider that the cylinder could demonstratively improve the parity of the J
engines such that it could challenge the validity or justification for the new engine.

WHO COULD WIN WITH THE STRIKE CNC CYLINDER ?
•
•
•

many karters have a lot to gain
the AKA with a stable rejuvenated class
the AKA with a royalty income stream.

IF IT DOESNT COME OFF? This would just represent another nail, albeit small, in the coffin for the
design and manufacturing industry in Australia.

ATTACHMENT 3
To add to the
level of support
of the STRIKE CNC
cylinder, two
types of petitions
were created:
One was a basic
paper type that
was circulated by
various,
individuals, clubs,
etc. This is
shown to the left.
In addition, it was
also featured on
Kartbook, the
main Australian
karting forum.
From there,
supporters
responded to
ourselves via an
email message.
Both petition
types have been
scanned and
reduced as
shown on the
following pages.
Note that these
are illegible as it
was our pledge to
not have this
information in the public domain. However they do indicate the level of support.
In total, there are over 400 signatures and email responses.
The full size originals could be made available if necessary

SIGNED PETITIONS

SIGNED PETITIONS

EMAIL PETITIONS

